The wave of furor against Prachanda, the so-called chief of the Maoists, has been spreading like a wild fire, and the division and discord within the terrorist group have justified this.

(22.03.2005)

In a latest move, supporters of another so-called leader of the terrorists Dr. Baburam Bhattarai have distributed pamphlets and painted graffiti in Takukot, Palkhu, Panch Khuwa, Dandathok, Swara, Lakuribot, Bhanjyang, Deuraliko Khani, Barakot, Gyagi, Khuwa Deurali and Takumajh VDCs of Gorkha district, Directorate of Public Relations of the Royal Nepalese Army said Monday.

Harsh slogans against Prachanda have appeared on the walls of those VDCs and in the pamphlets, which were distributed by the so-called commander of the Maoist terrorists Shyam Kumar Shrestha and others in Gorkha.

In the same way, slogans against Prachanda have also appeared on the walls at Bargaun and Chanya areas of Humla district of the far-west region, the DPR said.

Three terrorists Ramjulum Yadav alias Birupan, Dilip Yadav alias Dilpa and Satma Raya were killed in an operation carried out by the security forces in Siraha district Sunday, the DPR said.

The forces found two pistols with bullets, socket bombs, explosives and terrorist documents from the dead Maoists.

The security forces found one anti-personnel mine, socket bombs, explosives, camouflage outfits, booby trap equipment and terrorist documents in Buipadanda area of Khotang district during a search operation carried out Sunday.

Likewise, the security forces found three safety fuses, one battery box in Barangi area of Morang district Sunday. The forces also found guns, pistols, fake weapons and spare parts of different sorts of weapons in Hilminia area of Banke district Sunday.